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North-Western Istria.
A reliable tennis partner.

As the host of the large ATP tournament
and a region with more than 85 tennis
courts, North-Western Istria is Croatia’s
leading tennis destination. Due to its mild
climate and excellent infrastructure, this
region for decades has been attracting
thousands of tennis amateurs, trainers
and operatives, as well as professional
players of the highest rank, and has
hosted many tournaments.
Situated at the meeting point of the
Mediterranean and Central Europe, NorthWestern Istria takes good care of every
aspect of the white sport. It ensures optimum training conditions and offers tennis
academies and camps. Furthermore, it
has supplemented quality accommodation with organizational knowledge and
numerous leisure facilities.
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Umag and Novigrad are
coastal towns with great
achievements in sports
tourism. In addition to tennis,
the towns have seen great
successes in football, cycling
and handball thanks to the
use of natural advantages
such as the sea, sun and
preserved environment, which
all contribute to attracting
professional and amateur
athletes, their programmes
and tournaments.

Novigrad

Thanks to the Mediterranean climate with
many sunny days, tennis can be played
the best part of the year - summers are
long, while springs and autumns are
mild, and the mean annual temperature
is 18˚C. The rich tennis infrastructure
of North-Western Istria has been built
next to high quality accommodation
facilities. 3, 4 and 5 stars hotels and
villas by the sea employ experienced and friendly staff and implement
international business standards. They
offer meals adapted to physical efforts,
swimming pools and modern wellness
facilities, sports terrains, entertainment
and other.
North-Western Istria can be easily
reached from many European countries.
Slovenia, Italy and Austria are very near,
while Germany, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Switzerland, Hungary and the Czech

Umag

Republic are also quite close.
You can reach Umag and Novigrad
quickly and easily from Trieste, Venice,
Zagreb or Ljubljana. The trip from Graz,
Innsbruck, Munich and Budapest is only
a little longer.
The Umag-Novigrad cluster is accessible to the entire world via airports in
Pula, Zagreb and Venice. You can also
arrive via smaller airports in Trieste,
Rijeka and Ljubljana or by bus, which
will take you to stations in Umag, Rijeka, Pula, Trieste and Zagreb. Also, you
can reach the towns by ships headed
to Trieste, Rijeka or Pula. You can also
access the region by train to Rijeka
and Trieste or Istrian railway stations
in Buzet, Pazin and Pula.

www.coloursofistria.com
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Some of the previously
organized tournaments
in Umag and Novigrad:
ATP Croatia Open
ITF 18 years (grade1)
TE 14 years (grade 2)
3 futures $10.000 men’s and
1 futures $10.000 women’s
ITF GMP CUP Umag (grade 1)
Federation Cup
– at the Croatia-Russia women’s
national team match in Umag
Russia was represented by Elena
Dementieva, Ana Chakvetadze,
Elena Vesnina and Vera Dushevina

Tennis players who have played and stayed in Umag:
Carlos Moya
Rafael Nadal
Goran Ivanišević
Novak Đoković
Thomas Muster
Goran Prpić
Juan Martin Del Potro
Nikolay Davydenko
Juan Carlos Ferrero
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David Ferrer
Magnus Norman
Ivan Ljubičić
Marin Čilić
Jurgen Melzer
Alberto Berasategui
Gustavo Kuerten
Marcelo Rios

Carlos Moya,
an ambassador
of the Umag ATP
tournament and an
honorary citizen of
Umag

There is a secret bond between the Umag
ATP tournament and Carlos Moya, winner
of Roland Garros and former world
number one. Moya, a favourite of the audience and the people of Umag regularly
played the July tournament in Umag, and
he used to stay in the town even if he
had been eliminated in the early stage
of the tournament. He did not have to
stay around much often, considering that
he won the tournament a record 5 times
and reached the finals once more. The
audience cheered him on, he was made
an honorary citizen of Umag, and he has

said that, if he were not playing for Spain,
he would play for Croatia.
The secret probably lies in the intimate,
friendly ambiance of the tournament
and possibly the Mediterranean mindset, which is not very different from
the one of Moya’s birthplace Mallorca.
Although he officially retired in 2010,
Moya promised that he would return
to Umag, so he will remain a friend,
an ambassador and symbol of the
Umag ATP tournament.

www.coloursofistria.com
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Tennis
infrastructure.

Umag

RESORT
“SAVUDRIJA”

RESORT
“KANEGRA”
APP
HOTEL

CAMPING
STELLA
MARIS

APP
SPORT ART
CENTRE
APP & BGW

HOTEL
all inclusive

DEPANDANCE
JADRAN

INTERNATIONAL
TENNIS CENTRE
“STELLA MARIS”

TENNIS CENTRE
“KATORO”

DEPANDANCE
PARK
HOTEL

TENNIS CENTRE
“POLYNESIA”

GUEST HOUSE
COMFORT
ADRIATIC
HOTEL
SIPAR

Umag has 61 tennis courts, 55 of
which are clay, 4 concrete and 2
indoor courts on the carpet. They are
excellently located - by the sea and
close to the hotels, villas and apartments. They are surrounded by pine
forest and are harmoniously included
in the environment. Some of them are
covered and most have special seating
space.

TENNIS CENTRE
“PUNTA”

HOTEL

“PARK UMAG”

The central ATP Stella Maris stadium with 3500 seats is one of the
most famous sports venues in Croatia.
The greatest names of world’s tennis
have played in the attractive sports
arena, which can also be used for social events, such as concerts and festivals. Even empty the stadium exudes
glamour associated with tennis. Also,
it is possible to practice on the main
court, where many exciting episodes
of professional tennis took place as a
part of the ATP tournament or other
competitions Umag has hosted.
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Location

Number
of courts

Surface
clay

concrete

Lightning Tennis buffet

Proximity
of the sea

Proximity of the
accommodation facility

200 m

50 m

carpet

TC Katoro

16

14

2

ATP Stadion Stella
Maris

14

13

1

10 m

200 m

TC Punta

11

8

3

300 m

100 m

Park Umag

6

6

300 m

200 m

TC Polynesia

5

5

200 m

100 m

Savudrija Resort

4

4

100 m

100 m

Melia Istrian Villas

3

3

100 m

100 m

Kanegra Resort

2

2

300 m

300 m

www.coloursofistria.com
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KARPINJAN

MAREDA

MOBILE HOMES
ISTRIAN
VILLAGE SIRENA
TENNIS CENTRE
MAESTRAL

HOTEL
MAESTRAL

HOTEL
LAGUNA

Novigrad
Novigrad has 23 clay courts, 17 of
which are located in close proximity
to the hotels, 4 are in Karpinjan and
2 within the Mareda campsite, located 4 km from Novigrad.
Many established Croatian and European tennis academies have recogni-
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zed the advantages of this court and
traditionally organize their camps
and tournaments. All courts are
regularly maintained and feature all
the necessary facilities. After sporting
activities you can relax with a drink
or reinvigorate yourself with a light
meal in the tennis centre’s café.

Location

Number
of courts

Surface
clay

Lightning Tennis buffet

Proximity
of the sea

Proximity of the
accommodation facility

concrete carpet

Hotel Maestral

17

17

30 m

30 m

Karpinjan

4

4

30 m

1.200 m

Mareda

2

2

30 m

30 m

www.coloursofistria.com
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Services for
tennis players.

What we offer to tennis players:
over 85 tennis courts
qualified coaches
tennis programmes for all
age groups and categories
possibility of practising on the
central ATP stadium
storage space for tennis equipment
massages and therapies
conference room
information material on the tennis offer
weather info
(daily weather forecast)
quality accommodation
nutrition adapted to athletes
wellness and fitness centres
organizational experience
leisure activities
By investing in infrastructure, human
resources and knowledge, North-Western
Istria improves its sports offer on a daily
basis and creates increasingly comprehensive services packages for tennis players.
Umag and Novigrad sports centres offer
the possibility to rent equipment necessary
for beginner tennis classes, but also for
those who wish to improve their game
and stay in shape during their vacation.
You can use quality tennis courts, tennis
equipment, tennis academy and various
other additional services necessary for quality training and playing. Also, the friendly
staff will be happy to assist you.

12
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Other services:
individual or group
tennis tournaments
organizing sparring matches
rental of tennis equipment
stringing of tennis racquets
These activities can be organized
within the Umag tennis camp and
the sports centre of Novigrad’s
Maestral hotel on the spot or with
previous reservations.

Additional services
The rich Mediterranean cuisine offered
in the hotels, restaurants and taverns
based on fresh ingredients. Fish and
meat specialities, home-made pasta,
vegetables and olive oil of premium
quality are the most represented food
groups. One attractive addition is the
aromatic truffle, the king of local cuisine. A tennis player visiting North-Western Istria will have the opportunity
to enjoy food that is not only fuel for
physical exertion, but rather opens the
gates to a rich world of flavours and
experiences. Sports programmes need
not be Spartan, and the pleasure of quality meals gives it a new dimension.

The sea, preserved nature and fresh air
are major advantages of Umag and Novigrad, towns surrounded by the big blue
and the green environment living a slowpaced Mediterranean life and resisting
the stress of the bustling everyday life.
Other than accommodation, training
and tournaments, various leisure
activities, such as cycling, swimming,
football or jogging are also at your
disposal, as well as museums, galleries and churches, as the region is rich
in heritage dating back to classical antiquity, Charlemagne period, Venetian
reign and other eras.

The Istrian hinterland, only a 10-minute ride from the coast, invites the
visitors on many excursions, such as
those to manufacturers of top autochthonous wines and olive oils, walks
or rides through vineyards and olive
groves and tours of medieval towns
nesting on green hills.

www.coloursofistria.com
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Tennis academy.
Learn with professionals.

Umag began organizing
tennis programmes with
the Istraturist tourism company as early as in 1980s
with the aim of offering its
guests not only courts and
accommodation, but also
a tennis school. Thanks to
the enthusiasm and passion of few individuals the
camp quickly flourished
and in 1990s it saw the
establishment of the ATP
tournament.

The tradition of education continued
through the work of tennis academy
headed by the famous Nikola Pilić (Niki
Pilić Tennis Academy), first coach in
history to win the Davis Cup with three
different national teams - German, Croatian and Serbian. In 1970s Pilić achieved very good results as a player and
went on to become one of the most
respected world experts and coach of
such tennis stars as Boris Becker, Goran
Ivanišević and Novak Đoković.

Over 20 highly qualified coaches work
in the camp. They have all played
international tournaments and some
of them have worked or still work in
Germany, Italy, Ireland, Russia and
the US. They speak Croatian, Italian,
Geman, English, Slovenian and Russian. The school is open the entire year
and implements the latest methods
of training in every aspect - technical,
tactical, physical and psychological.

The experience gained through many
years of working with esteemed
coaches has been transformed in
a modern tennis institution, Tennis
Academy Umag, aimed at all age
groups and skill categories. Bruno
Bilić, head of Academy, is a top expert
with international experience who has
previously worked as head coach in
Nikola Pilić’s camp.

The academy provides its
services in following tennis
centres located in Umag:
ITC Stella Maris
TC Katoro
TC Polynesia
TC Punta

www.tennisacademyumag.com
14
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The Tennis Academy
programmes:
1. SCHOOL OF TENNIS
Individuals
Groups
Sparring matches

2. SCHOOL OF TENNIS (Packages)*
Weekly tennis package A
(3x 1.5 hours of practice in
groups of max. 4)
Weekly tennis package B
(6x 1.5 hours of practice in
groups of max. 4)
Weekly tennis package Intense
(9x 1.5 hours of practice in
groups of max. 4)
4-day tennis package
(3x 1.5 hours of practice in
groups of max. 4)
Weekend tennis package Intense
(2x 1.5 hours of practice in
groups of max. 4)
Weekly junior’s tennis package
(6x 1.5 hours of practice in groups
of max. 4, 2x sparring match, 5x
30 min fitness training)
* Tennis programmes include court rental,
coach, tournament and awards.

3. TOURIST TOURNAMENTS
Doubles tournament
Singles tournament
Open tennis day

Children’s programmes
– tennis as a game and a pleasure
The Tennis Academy offers a special
programme for children competitions,
which includes training sessions, sparring
matches and a fitness programme. Many
of them return to Umag more than once a
year, and some of them may grow up to
be a new Nadal, Moya or Ljubičić.
Parents often opt for individual training
sessions for their children in accordance
with their own views of tennis as a sport of
strong and independent individuals. However, practice has shown that children see
tennis as a game and a source of pleasure;

they love company and chatting, which is
exactly what they get from group training
sessions. Groups serve as platforms for
testing skills and encouraging competitiveness, which contributes to progress.
Although the coaches speak Croatian,
Italian, German, English, Slovenian and
Russian, English is the predominant
language in the camp. The communication is easy and simple and centres about
the common love of tennis. In that way
children from different countries break
boundaries, broaden their horizons and
make new friendships.
www.coloursofistria.com
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Tennis for groups and partners.
It’s even better in good company.

Umag and Novigrad are the ideal
destinations for an active holiday with friends, family, business
colleagues, tennis clubs or sports
associations. Accommodation in hotels, villas or apartments, attractive
courts and plenty of the sea and sun
are perfect for any tennis group.

The possibility of hiring professional
coaches and playing in the glamorous Stella Maris tennis arena are only
some of the best parts of group stays
in North-Western Istria. Swimming
pool and wellness centres will have a
beneficial effect on the overall fitness,
while the local cuisine will complement
the experience and stunning nature
and historical heritage will invite you to
experience adventure and explore.

A complete team of experts
is at your disposal and ready
to help with all tennis stays in
Umag and Novigrad.
To groups and partners we offer
infrastructure and support for:
Organization of tennis tournaments
Organization of tennis schools and camps
Organization of tennis trips

16
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Organization of
tennis tournaments

Organized tennis
schools and camps

Organization of
tennis trips

Do you want to organize a tournament for yourself and your friends
and combine it with other advantages
of staying in North-Western Istria?
Are you looking for a suitable place to
hold a competitive tournament? The
expert teams in Umag and Novigrad
have many years of experience in
organizing tennis tournaments on all
levels, from the Federation Cup national team tournaments, professional
ATP tournaments and corporate and
sports tournaments.

Organized tennis groups and tennis
experts have been coming to Umag
and Novigrad since 1972, mainly from
Austria, Germany, Switzerland and
Italy. The advantages of the courts and
supporting content have been recognized by many renowned Croatian
and European tennis academies that
regularly come to North-Western Istria
to organize camps and tournaments.

Playing tennis recreationally is a popular way of relaxing and staying fit. The
region is an ideal partner for this type
of recreation, which is often combined
with swimming and sunbathing, excursions to the nature, gastronomic tours,
entertainment and other content.

The will provide support in all organization stages of an event: from
renting courts and accommodation,
planning leisure activities, entertainment, special dinner to awards
ceremony and special programmes
for the competitors, but also those
not included the tournament.

This region is where many tennis
players prepare for the competition
season. Also, children of all ages who
wish to embark on a professional
tennis career come here to train (lately
more and more from Russia and the
Ukraine). New potential partners can
expect top conditions for training, but
also discover new possibilities of the
development of tennis.

A reliable team of tennis experts will
give you advice and help you with all
the aspects of organizing a tennis trip
to Umag and Novigrad. It will also ensure special offers adapted to individual
interests and needs.

www.coloursofistria.com
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Tennis tournaments.
Attractive matches in
an ideal setting.

In the world of tennis, Umag is
definitely not a new name. Besides
the famous ATP tournament Umag
also hosts important ITF junior tournaments and other competitions,
thanks to which the town and its
surroundings have become an indispensable part of nurturing European
and world-class athletes.

18
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Thanks to the climate, most tournaments take place in spring or early
autumn. International, European and
Croatian tennis associations are partners of the cluster, and Umag and
Novigrad are recognized as destinations with accommodation facilities,
organizational knowledge and other
infrastructure necessary for hosting
tennis tournaments.

List of tournaments that take
place in Umag and Novigrad:
ITF tournament (grade 1) for tennis
players under 18 is one of only 15
such tournaments in the world.
Approximately 260 top male and
female players from 17 countries
participate in the tournament.
ITF tournament (grade 2) for competitors under 14 features approximately 280 male and female players
from all over Europe.
Futures tournaments, 3 for men and
1 for women, with $ 10 000 prize
fund each attract 360 male and female players from 22 countries of the
world to Umag and Novigrad.

Croatian veterans’ championship
takes place in Umag, features famous
veteran tennis players and has been
lauded for its organization, accommodation and sports infrastructure.
In September 2012 World veterans’
championship for super seniors will
take place for the first time in Umag
and Novigrad as an extremely important competition of this rank. It will last
15 days and occupy all tennis capacities of both towns while providing a top
competitive spectacle. Over 1000 male
and female players for all over the
world are expected to participate.

ITF GMP CUP Umag (grade 1), great
open championships for veterans attracted
some 400 competitors from over 20
countries for its first edition. 9 of the competitors were world champions in veteran
categories and many were former participants of Grand Slam tournaments. Thanks
to excellent organization, accommodation
and conditions for matches, as well as
positive reputation in the world of tennis,
in 2010 World Tennis Federation made ITF
GMP CUP Umag a grade 1 competition by
a special resolution.

www.coloursofistria.com
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ATP Studena Croatia Open.
Over two decades of
excellence.

ATP Studena Croatia Open in Umag,
established over two decades ago has
become one of the most important
sports and social events in Croatia and
has won a prominent place on the
global tennis map.

Other than with excellent
matches and a host of distinguished guests attending
them, the oldest and most
prestigious tennis tournament
int he country stands out with
many additional offers.
20
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Approximately twenty years of tournament
have been marked by many unforgettable
moments, and one of the most memorable ones is definitely the finals of the first
tournament which saw a face-off of two
Croatian representatives, which has not
happened since. Goran Prpić beat the thenrising 18-year-star Goran Ivanišević.
Other than Croatian players, many famous
names of international tennis have made
their mark on Umag courts, such as Thomas
Muster, Carlos Moya, Guillermo Cañas,
Marcelo Rios, Nikolay Davydenko, Magnus
Norman, Juan Carlos Ferrero and the current
world number 1, Novak Đoković.

Other than Croatian players, many famous
names of international tennis have made
their mark on Umag courts, such as Thomas Muster, Carlos Moya, Guillermo Cañas,
Marcelo Rios, Nikolay Davydenko, Magnus
Norman, Juan Carlos Ferrero and the current world number 1, Novak Đoković.
ATP Studena Croatia Open in Umag
offers not only world-class tennis to visitors, but also impressive entertainment
and music programme and a presentation of enological and gastronomic offer
of Istria at the Istria Gourmet festival, at
which the best restaurants, chefs and
wines of the region are presented.

Due to the multitude of contents organizationally speaking the ATP Studena Croatia Open
is a very complex event with more than 400
people working on organizing and preparing
it for several months. Every year the tournament and the supporting events attract
over 80 000 people to Umag, and the town
becomes a summer centre of tennis, beauty,
entertainment, mingling and experiencing the
flavours and aromas of Istria.

In addition to the unique location and
innovative approach to organization, the
traditional support and sponsorship of the
president of the Republic of Croatia has
also played a vital role in establishing the
ATP Studena Croatia Open.

ATP Studena
Croatia Open 2011.
in numbers:
80 000 visitors
300 accredited members
of the press, photographers
and cameramen
visibility in 132 countries
on 4 continents
700 million potential viewers
60 hours of music programme
14 concerts
15 restaurants, out of which
2 have Michelin stars

www.croatiaopen.hr
www.coloursofistria.com
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Accommodation.
An important link
in tennis progress.
Hotel Meliá Coral.
For an ultimate sport and
holiday experience.
The luxurious Meliá Coral hotel will attract the
more demanding clientèle, and tennis players
are definitely among them. It is in many ways
adapted to their needs and offers sophisticated
experiences and excellent service in every possible aspect. It is located in the modern coastal
Katoro Resort, a few kilometres from Umag, and
is surrounded by conifers and a rich tennis and
other infrastructure. Other than individuals and
groups arriving for training sessions and preparations, it will happily accommodate participants
of tennis meetings and other sports conferences.
The wellness centre is decorated in Oriental style
and offers various treatments, swimming pools
and a gym. The food offer is rich and varied, and
the experience is further complemented by show
cooking, a Mediterranean tavern and a tapas bar
with a large wine selection.
This is a facility with luxurious interiors in which
dinners are often accompanied by sounds of the
piano, while the sophisticated décor invites you
to spend a holistic holiday and search for physical and spiritual balance.

Hotel Meliá Coral *****
Katoro bb
52470 Umag
t. +385 (0)52 700 700
www.istraturist.com
booking@istraturist.com

22
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Melia Istrian Villas.
Luxurious accommodation by the ATP stadium.

Meliá Istrian Villas blend elegantly with their green
surroundings and have their own concept of top
comfort with plenty of space and services of the
highest level. Located by the sea and the Stella
Maris tennis complex, they are emerged in the elite
sport spirit and considered one of Croatia’s finest
resorts. Meliá Istrian Villas offer accommodation
for a new age and a modern outlook on travel and
sport. Guests are welcomed to luxurious villas with
terraces and a garden, while the Superior villas also

feature a whirlpool bath. The modern design blends
with the elements of authentic Istrian architecture,
and the interior features LCD TVs and completely
furnished kitchen and bathroom. The sports centre
offers a wide range of possibilities for an active
holiday. Furthermore, you can visit numerous restaurants with varied offer and price range. Thanks to
the fact that they are spacious and comfortable, the
villas are a favourite choice of groups and families,
which regard them as a venue for a divine holiday.

Melia Istrian Villas ****
Stella Maris 8A
52470 Umag
t. +385 (0)52 700 700
www.istraturist.com
booking@istraturist.com

Hotel Sol Umag.
The destination of dedicated athletes.

With its attractive view of the sea and spacious beaches, the Sol Umag hotel is the perfect
destination for dedicated athletes who wish to
enjoy a rich additional offer. Due to many sports
courts the hotel is suited for cyclists, footballers,
handball players, divers and other athletes, but is
especially beloved by tennis players, who consider
it the perfect blend of physical activity, relaxation
and entertainment. This is an elegant object with

refined service and modern rooms. It is close to
the centre of Umag, so the guests gladly take the
opportunity to enjoy pleasant walks by the sea
or dine in one of the town’s restaurants. The Sol
Umag is a reliable hotel with an excellent choice of
food, indoor swimming pool and wellness centre
and various services that will complement any
tennis vacation or training. It offers many day and
evening events and is suitable for children.

Hotel Sol Umag ****
Jadranska bb
52470 Umag
t. +385 (0)52 700 700
www.istraturist.com
booking@istraturist.com

www.coloursofistria.com
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Hotel
Sol Garden Istra.
Favourite tennis partner.

Located within the Katoro Resort by Umag, some
300 metres from the sea, Sol Garden
Istra is a well-established system in which every
segment works perfectly. It is connected to the
town’s centre with a tourist train. As the star of
Istria’s hotels it has employed all its knowledge
in creating an excellent sports offer. Thanks to
indoor and outdoor tennis courts, other services
related to the white sport and all other high quality services of a reliable hotel, it is the perfect
choice for a tennis holiday and recreation during
long sunny days. Those travelling with children
can take advantage of a water park and animation team for the little ones, while individuals,
couples and groups can benefit from many
wellness, entertainment and sports programmes
to accompany the tennis content. Also, there is
an indoor swimming pool and the possibility of
practising as many as 20 different sports in the
hotel and around it. There are three restaurants,
a Mediterranean tavern and several snack bars.

Hotel Sol Garden Istra ****
Katoro bb
52470 Umag
t. +385 (0)52 700 700
www.istraturist.com
booking@istraturist.com
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Hotel Maestral.
Sophistication on all levels
of tennis offer.
Maestral is a hotel with a special style and
relaxed ambiance that has successfully adapted
its rich tradition in the tourism business to the
new millennium. It delights with its new wellness complex occupying 2,5 thousand square
metres, 25-metres indoor swimming pool with
seawater, fitness, beauty salons and saunas. It
is only a 10-minute walk away from the centre
of the picturesque Novigrad. Maestral, located
in a green park by the sea, is very much a sports
hotel. Tennis and other courts are located by
the hotel, which makes it especially enticing
to individual players and tennis groups. It is
functional, well organized and it also attracts
cyclists, football players, handball players and
canoeists, who can find optimum conditions for
practising sports in North-Western Istria. Guests
with different preferences also happily choose
this hotel. Its advantages are free Internet access
and excellent offer of food, based on local ingredients of high quality.

Hotel Maestral ****
Terre 2
52466 Novigrad
t. +385 (0)52 858 600
www.laguna-novigrad.hr
reservations@laguna-novigrad.hr

www.coloursofistria.com
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Hotel Laguna.
For an affordable and
comfortable tennis trip.
The Laguna hotel, located in a tourist
village surrounded by nature and close
to the picturesque Novigrad, offers its
long-time experience, different possibilities for practising sports and enjoying
an active holiday, as well as a myriad of
additional services. Tennis courts located
by the sea on which tennis can be
played during the best part of the year
invite you to play. As for the other courts,
we point out football, miniature golf,
handball and beach volleyball ones.
Also, there are many cycling trails nearby.
The Laguna hotel is affordable and comfortable and guarantees a warm welcome
and a pleasant seaside stay centred around
sports. It has an outdoor swimming pool,
many activities for children and a well-tended beach with a view of the blue Adriatic
sea and the preserved Mediterranean
nature. Guests are welcomed by friendly
staff, a relaxed and intimate ambiance and
an abundance of positive energy.

Hotel Laguna ***
Terre 4
52466 Novigrad
t. +385 (0)52 858 600
www.laguna-novigrad.hr
reservations@laguna-novigrad.hr
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Mobile homes

Autokamp Sirena
Terre 6, 52466 Novigrad
Autokamp Mareda
Mareda bb, 52466 Novigrad
t. +385 52 858 690
camping@laguna-novigrad.hr
www.camping-novigrad.com

The Mareda and Sirena campsites offer
accommodation in fully furbished mobile
homes, popular among European campists,
as well as an ideal blend of the campsite and
apartments experience, nature and a comfortable stay. The newly organized Sirena Village
sector stands out in the Sirena car campsite.
It has completely new mobile homes of 32
m2 for 5 persons. The Sirena Village Lux sector
also has pools serving 3 mobile homes each.

The mobile homes of the Mareda car
campsite constitute a unique whole of an
Istrian village in the separate part of the
campsite and are organized after Istrian
villages of the past. The centre of the
village also houses an Istrian “šterna”
(well) and a covered space for spending
time during warm summer evenings, a
botanical garden bursting with autochtonous herbs and a playground.

Information and contacts
A high-quality team
of experts with a
vast knowledge
and many years of
experience in tennis is
at your disposal for all
questions, information
and cooperation.

Istraturist Umag d.d.
Jadranska 66, Umag
t. +385 (0)52 700 700
www.istraturist.com
booking@istraturist.com

Laguna Novigrad d.d.
Škverska 8, Novigrad
t. +385 (0)52 858 600
www.laguna-novigrad.hr
reservations@laguna-novigrad.hr

Additional information on the offer of North-Western Istria c
an be found at the central portal www.coloursofistria.com.
If you have any questions regarding tennis,
please write to tennis@coloursofistria.com.
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